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Abstract

The diffusion process of a single spherical nanoparticle immersed in a fluid solvent is studied by molecular dynamics simulations. When the nanoparticle mass stays constant, it is shown that, at short times, the decay of the nanoparticle velocity autocorrelation function is strongly modified when the particle diameter increases. It is also shown that, at large times, the characteristic algebraic decay induced by the hydrodynamic correlations between the solvated particle and the solvent presents a scaling behavior depending on the particle diameter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The determination of transport properties of particles with a nanometric size immersed in a solvent is of large interest for the present researches in the domain of nanotechnologies\(^1\). When the nanoparticles have a diameter larger than 100 nm and, hence, a mass larger by several orders of magnitude than that of the solvent particles, they can be considered in practical applications as brownian particles\(^2\). However when the size and mass of nanoparticles differ from those of the solvent particles only by a factor \(\sim 10\), the transport properties of such particles could differ from those expected for brownian particles. Examples of this type of nanoparticles are the fullerenes, the carbon nanotubes of short length, ... etc ... .

Numerous theoretical works have been published in the literature on this subject by using molecular dynamics simulations. Many of these studies\(^3–9\) have been devoted to determine the size and mass of solvated particles at which, in the low concentration limit, the diffusion coefficient \(D\) is well estimated by the Stokes-Einstein relation \(D = k_B T / (\alpha_h \pi \eta R)\) where \(k_B\), \(T\), \(\eta\) and \(R\) are the Boltzmann constant, the solvent temperature, the solvent viscosity and the radius of the solvated particle, respectively. \(\alpha_h\) is a numerical coefficient determined by the choice of the hydrodynamic limit condition at the interface between the fluid solvent and the solvated particle. An unambiguous conclusion on this point is not easy to achieve, because the Stokes-Einstein relation derives from the Einstein relation \(D = k_B T / \xi\), where \(\xi\), the friction coefficient, is well defined only in the brownian limit as the integration of the time autocorrelation function of the force acting on the brownian particle\(^6,10,11\). Then, the use of the Stokes-Einstein relation a priori should suppose that two conditions are fulfilled : brownian limit and validity of a hydrodynamic estimate of \(\xi\)\(^2,12\).

Briefly summarized, the conclusions of these works are that the Stokes-Einstein relation can give a qualitatively acceptable estimate of the diffusion coefficient even if the two conditions are not satisfied. But when a quantitative estimate is required, \(\alpha_h\) must be considered as a free parameter and, for instance, adjusted between the values of 4 (slip boundary condition) and 6 (stick boundary condition). Such an adjustment of \(\alpha_h\) values is obviously needed to take into account the approximate character of the Stokes-Einstein and Einstein relations when the size and mass of the tracer particles are insufficiently large with respect to those of the solvent particles.

In order to investigate the specific case where the mass and size ratios between solvated
and solvent particles are smaller than 100, we will consider a model in which the mass ratio \( m_t/m_s \) is equal to 60 (\( m_t \) and \( m_s \) : mass of the solvated and solvent particles, respectively) and the size ratio varies between 1 and 17. Such a model where the mass \( m_t \) of solvated particles is kept constant while their size varies, is chosen in order to determine the qualitative changes on the nanoparticle diffusion only induced by the increase of the nanoparticle diameter. We study the case of the low concentration limit of the solvated nanoparticles, i.e. concentrations smaller than 0.5 x 10^{-4}. Our aim is to obtain by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations at constant energy (microcanonical ensemble) a detailed description of the diffusion process, in particular, as mentioned above, how this process varies with the size of the solvated particle, through the computation of the velocity autocorrelation function (VAF) \( c(t) \),

\[
c(t) = \frac{1}{t_{m} - t} \int_{t}^{t_{m} - t} d\tau \, v(\tau) \cdot v(\tau + t) = c(0) \, z(t) = \frac{3 k_B T}{m_t} \, z(t),
\]

where \( v(t) \) is the nanoparticle velocity, \( z(t) \) the normalized VAF and \( t_m \) the total integration time of the motion equations in a simulation run.

In Sec. II, the studied system and simulation procedure are described and the simulations data are presented. Sec. III is devoted to the analysis of the results and the discussion of proposed corrections to take into account the finite size effects inherent to simulation data. In the last section, the conclusions of the analysis will be summarized with a special mention of the scaling behavior of the VAF long-time tail with the solvated particle diameter.

II. SYSTEMS AND SIMULATIONS

Similarly to models used in our previous works\(^9,10\) or works published in the literature, the studied system is composed of \( N \) solvent particles and one solvated particle. The solvent particles and, also the solvated particle with the solvent particles, interact by a truncated soft repulsive Lennard-Jones (LJ) pair potential:

\[
v(r_{ij}) = v_{LJ}(r_{ij}) + \epsilon = 4\epsilon \left[ \left( \frac{\sigma_{\alpha\beta}}{r_{ij}} \right)^{12} - \left( \frac{\sigma_{\alpha\beta}}{r_{ij}} \right)^{6} \right] + \epsilon \quad \text{for} \quad r_{ij} \leq 2^{\frac{1}{6}} \sigma_{\alpha\beta}
\]

\[
= 0 \quad \text{for} \quad r_{ij} > 2^{\frac{1}{6}} \sigma_{\alpha\beta}, \quad \alpha, \beta = 0 \text{ or } 1,
\]

where \( r_{ij} \) is the distance between solvent or tracer particles \( i \) and \( j \). \( \sigma_{11} \) is the LJ size parameter of the solvent particles, \( \sigma_{00} \) that of the solvated particle and, for the cross LJ pair
potential, \( \sigma_{0,1} \) is given by \( \sigma_{0,1} = 0.5(\sigma_{11} + \sigma_{00}) \). The choice of these spherical, repulsive and short ranged LJ potentials is suitable for the main purpose of our study (cf. Introduction). When \( \sigma_{00} \), defining the size of the solvated particle varies the solvent thermodynamic state and \( m_t \) staying identical, the modifications of the solvated particle diffusion clearly depend unambiguously on this only parameter. \( \sigma_{11} \) and \( \epsilon \) being chosen as the units of length and energy, the time unit \( \tau_0 \) is \( \sqrt{m_s \sigma_{11}^2 / \epsilon} \).

The computation of the asymptotic behavior of the tracer VAF requires to perform the simulations with systems large enough to allow the existence of a time domain where this behavior is not affected by the coupling between the hydrodynamic diffusive and sound modes, resulting from the periodic boundary conditions of the simulation cell\(^{13} \). In addition, the system size having to be sufficient to accommodate a large solvated particle, the simulations are realized for \( N = 55296 \) when \( \sigma_{00} \) is equal to 1, 4 and 7 and \( N = 87808 \) when \( \sigma_{00} \) is equal to 11 and 17. The solvent density in reduced units is \( \rho_s \sigma_{11}^3 = 0.2 \), so that the sides \( L_c / \sigma_{11} \) of the simulation cubic cells are equal to 65.15 (\( N = 55296 \)) or 76.13 (\( N = 87808 \)). With these \( L_c \) values, at a temperature \( T^* = k_B T / \epsilon = 2.01 \) where the sound velocity \( c_s \) is equal to 2.68\(^{14} \), it is expected that the VAF asymptotic behavior can be computed until \( t_c = L_c / c_s \) equal to 24.3\( \tau_0 \) and 28.6\( \tau_0 \) for the systems with \( N = 55296 \) and \( N = 87808 \), respectively. It is probably more realistic to take into account the size of the solvated particle and to compute \( t_c \) from \( t_c = (L_c - \sigma_{00}) / c_s \), giving \( t_c \simeq 21.0 \tau_0 \) and \( \simeq 22.0 \tau_0 \) for the small (\( \sigma_{00} = 4 \) and 7) and large (\( \sigma_{00} = 11 \) and 17) sizes of the tracer particle.

The computation of the VAF of one isolated particle in a solvent needs very extensive simulations, peculiarly when an accuracy of \( \sim 10\% \) is required on the values of the VAF asymptotic behavior which is expected to vary with \( t \) as \( \alpha_s t^{-3/2} \)^{15,16}. In order to achieve such an accuracy, 67 runs of \( 10^5 \) integration time steps (\( \Delta t = 0.005 \tau_0 \)) have been realized for computing the nanoparticle VAF for \( \sigma_{00} = 1 \), 1020 runs of \( 10^5 \Delta t \) for \( \sigma_{00} = 4 \), 1790 runs of \( 50 \times 10^3 \Delta t \) for \( \sigma_{00} = 7 \), 2900 runs of \( 50 \times 10^3 \Delta t \) for \( \sigma_{00} = 11 \) and 2050 runs of \( 50 \times 10^3 \Delta t \) for \( \sigma_{00} = 17 \). \( c(t) \) was computed up to 30.0\( \tau_0 \) in order to determine the time domain where its long-time behavior becomes proportional to \( t^{-3/2} \). The statistical error on the VAF was obtained by calculating a standard error from the estimates of \( c(t) \) computed after each period of 3000 time steps during the MD runs.

The results of these simulations are presented in Fig. 1 in the time domain where the function \( z(t) = c(t) / c(0) \) is expected to be without bias induced by the coupling with the
hydrodynamic sound modes. For \( t/\tau_0 < 2.0 \), the estimated statistical error is about 1-2% for all particles diameters but it increases from 1-2% up to 10-15% at \( t/\tau_0 > 5.0 \) when \( \sigma_{00} \) varies from 1 to 17.

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

At short times, defined as \( t/\tau_0 < 5.0 \), \( z(t) \) varies from an exponential or quasi-exponential decrease for \( \sigma_{00} = 1 \), to a more complex variation involving two distinct rates of decrease, clearly visible at \( \sigma_{00} = 11 \), and, finally, to an oscillatory behavior at \( \sigma_{00} = 17 \) (cf. Fig. 1). For \( \sigma_{00} = 1 \), within the statistical error, a simple exponential \( c \exp(-\alpha_z t) \) gives an excellent curve fitting of \( z(t) \) on the time domain from 0.2 to 5.0 with \( \alpha_z = 0.030 \), (cf. Fig. 2). This exponential decay continues up to \( t = 22.0\tau_0 \), but differs from that expected if the diffusion of the particle was of brownian type satisfying to the Stokes-Einstein relation. In this case, \( \alpha_z \) would be given by \( \alpha_h \pi m_s \rho_s \nu R/m_t^{17} \), with \( \nu = \eta/m_s \rho_s \) and \( m_t \) the mass of the solvated particle, and would be equal to 0.035 (\( \alpha_h = 4 \)) or 0.053 (\( \alpha_h = 6 \)), \( \nu \) being equal to 1.71 in reduced units\(^{14} \). These quantitative differences are typical of those found in the test of the validity of the Stokes-Einstein relation (cf. above), if it is supposed that \( c(t) \) keeps for \( t \) larger than \( t = 22.0\tau_0 \) the exponential behavior determined from its short-time values for \( t/\tau_0 < 5 \).

When the solvated particle has a diameter \( \sigma_{00} = 4, 7 \) or 11, a fit of \( z(t) \) by a single exponential in the time domain \( 0 < t/\tau_0 < 5.0 \) is not possible within the estimated statistical errors. Fits realized with a linear combination of two exponentials allow to show that the fast decrease for \( t/\tau_0 < 2.0 \), is followed by a more slow decrease\(^{18} \). But in contrast with the result obtained for \( \sigma_{00} = 1 \) with one exponential, the values of the parameters are very sensitive to the upper bound of the time interval chosen to realize the fits so that the identification of two well characterized regimes of exponential decrease in the range \( 0 < t/\tau_0 < 10 \) is precluded. A fortiori, a similar result is obtained at \( \sigma_{00} = 17 \), where \( z(t) \) presents an oscillatory behavior, indicating an effect of backscattering on the solvated particle due to the solvent, followed by a slow monotonic decrease. From the previous discussion, it appears that, at short times, the diffusion process differs strongly with the \( \sigma_{00} \) values. In this time range, \( z(t) \) goes from an exponential decrease similar to that of brownian particle to a damped oscillatory decrease similar to that obtained for particles in a dense fluid.
For the time domain \((12 < t/\tau_0 < 18)\) where the sound mode should be without influence on the diffusion process and excluding the case \(\sigma_{00} = 1\) where, for these \(t\) values, the \(z(t)\) decrease stays exponential, it is seen in Fig. 3 that \(z(t)\) is fitted within the statistical error by the expected analytic form \(\alpha_s t^{-3/2}\). The fits are very accurate for \(\sigma_{00} = 4, 7\) and 11, for \(\sigma_{00} = 17\) the fit stays acceptable, but the MD data are affected by an important statistical noise. The fits, realized with a two-parameter form \(\alpha_s t^{-a_0}\), give values of \(a_0\) close of \(3/2\) : 1.48, 1.52 and 1.58 for \(\sigma_{00}\) equal to 4, 7 and 11, respectively, while the \(\alpha_s\) values differ by \(10-15\%\) from the values obtained when \(a_0\) is equal to \(3/2\). For \(\sigma_{00} = 17\), the large statistical errors make the variations on \(\alpha_s\) and \(a_0\) much larger, i.e. of the order of \(30\%\).

The coefficient \(\alpha_s\) of the VAF long-time tail of tagged particles in a solvent, is expected to write in the low concentration limit:

\[
\alpha_s = \frac{2}{3(\rho_t + \rho_s m_s/m_t)(4\pi(D_0^0 + \nu))^{3/2}}
\]

(3)

where \(\rho_t\) is the density of the solvated particles such as \(\rho_t \rho_s \simeq 0\) and \(D_0^0\) their diffusion coefficient, estimated in excluding the long-time tail contribution \(\delta D_t\) to the time integral of \(z(t)\) defining the full diffusion coefficient : \(D_t = k_B T \int_0^\infty dt z(t)/m_t\). This contribution is of the order of \(\delta D_t = k_B T \alpha_s/(2 m_t^{1/2})\).

Since in our simulations \(\rho_t < 10^{-4}\), \(\alpha_s\) is given by

\[
\alpha_s = \frac{2 m_t}{3 \rho_s m_s (4\pi(D_0^0 + \nu))^{3/2}}.
\]

(4)

From this relation, it is seen that \(\alpha_s\) depends on the solvated particle diameter only through \(D_0^0\). The \(D_0^0\) values are, in reduced units, 0.22, 0.112, 0.060 and 0.032 for \(\sigma_{00} = 4, 7, 11\) and 17, respectively. Since \(\nu = 1.71\), the \(\alpha_s\) values are weakly depending on \(D_0^0\) and, so, on \(\sigma_{00}\). They are equal to 1.68, 1.83, 1.91 and 1.95 ; these values must be compared to the estimates \(\alpha_f\) of \(\alpha_s\), obtained from the fits of \(z(t)\) (cf. above and Fig. 3) on the time domain 12-18 \(\tau_0\), equal to 8.0 \(\pm\) 0.2, 3.0 \(\pm\) 0.3, 1.7 \(\pm\) 0.3 and 0.9 \(\pm\) 0.4.

The large discrepancy between the \(\alpha_s\) and \(\alpha_f\) values does not seem to result from a biased estimate of \(D_t\) due to finite size effects inherent to simulation data. The finite size effects affecting the \(D_t\) values have been well studied in the literature\(^3,20,21\). From these works, it was concluded that a realistic estimate of the difference between the diffusion coefficient \(D_t^N\) for a system of \(N\) solvent particles and its value \(D_t^\infty\) in the infinite system limit is given by

\[
D_t^\infty = D_t^N + \frac{k_B T \xi_c}{6 \pi m_s \rho_s \nu L},
\]

(5)
where $\xi_c$ is a constant equal to $\sim 2.84$. This finite size correction is positive, independent of the solvated particle diameter and for the considered systems in our simulations has the typical value 0.005 in reduced units. So, the finite size corrections to the $D_t$ values computed by simulation cannot explain the difference between the two sets of $\alpha_s$ estimates.

In order to overcome the discrepancy between the estimates $\alpha_s$ and $\alpha^f_s$, we suppose that $\alpha^f_s$ scales inversely proportionaly to the nanoparticle diameter and then, that the appropriate time scale $\tau_n$ associated to the VAF long-time behavior of nanoparticles is not $\tau_0$ but is depending on the the solvated particle diameter and has the form $\tau_n = \sigma_0 \tau_0 / (c_\alpha \sigma_{11})$, $c_\alpha$ being constant for a given thermodynamic state of the solvent. With this hypothesis, the long-time tail of the nanoparticle VAF writes $\alpha^f_s / t^{3/2} = \alpha_s / (\tau_n t / \tau_0)^{3/2}$. This relation is satisfied in taking into account the estimated errors on the values of $\alpha^f_s$ and $\alpha_s$ for $c_\alpha = 10.5 \pm 1.0$. Fig. 4 shows that, at large times in agreement with the previous hypothesis, the VAF of nanoparticles of diameter $\sigma_{00} = 4, 7$ and $17$ collapse within the statistical errors on the VAF of the nanoparticle with the diameter $\sigma_{00}^r = 11$, when time is scaled proportionally to $\sigma_{00} / \sigma_{00}^r$.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

The computation by MD simulations of the nanoparticle VAF demonstrates that this latter exhibits at short times a decrease which varies qualitatively when the size ratio between the nanoparticle and solvent particles increases. In addition, at large times the expected algebraic decrease proportional to $t^{-3/2}$ seems to be characterized by a time scale depending on the particle diameter. This last conjecture is reasonably verified by our MD data but, obviously depends on the reliability of our MD estimates of the asymptotic behavior of the nanoparticle VAF which presents clearly noticeable statistical errors as it is seen in Fig. 4.
Figure captions

Figure 1. Normalized VAF of a solvated particle with $m_t/m_s = 60$ and diameter : $\sigma_{00} = 1$, (solid line and filled circle), 4 (solid line and filled square), 7 (solid line and filled diamond), 11 (solid line and filled triangle up) and 17 (solid line and filled triangle down). The statistical error is of the order of the symbol size.

Figure 2. Fit of $z(t)$ for $\sigma_{00} = 1$ by an exponential. MD data : filled circle with error bars, fit : dashed line.

Figure 3. From left to right and top to bottom, fits of $z(t)$ for $\sigma_{00} = 4, 7, 11, \text{ and } 17$ for the $t/\tau_0$ values between 12 and 18. MD data : filled circle with error bars. Fits of the MD data with $\alpha/t^{-3/2}$ : solid line and with $\alpha/t^{-\sigma_0}$ : dashed line.

Figure 4. Collapse of functions $z(t)$ in the time domain $10\tau_0 < t < 18\tau_0$ onto $z(t)$ for $\sigma_{00} = 11$ : solid and filled square $\sigma_{00} = 4$, solid line and filled diamond $\sigma_{00} = 7$, solid line and triangle up $\sigma_{00} = 11$ solid line triangle down $\sigma_{00} = 17$. Top : unscaled functions $z(t)$, bottom : scaled functions $z(t)$. The typical statistical error on the $z(t)$ values in this time domain is $\pm 0.003$. 
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